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Abstract

Contents services have been provided to people in a variety of ways. Jukebox service is one of the contents streaming which provides an automated music-playing service. User inserts coin and presses a play button, the jukebox automatically selects and plays the record. The Disk Jockey (DJ) in Korean cafeteria (café) received contents desired of customer and played them through the speakers in the store. In this paper, we propose a service platform that reinvented the Korean café DJ in an integrated environment of IoT and cloud computing. The user in a store can request contents (music, video, and message) through the service platform. The contents are provided through the public screen and speaker in the store where the user is located. This allows people in the same location store to enjoy the contents together. The user information and the usage history are collected and managed in the cloud. Therefore, users can receive customized services regardless of stores. We compare our platform to exist services. As a result of the performance evaluation, the proposed platform shows that contents can be efficiently provided to users and adapts IoT-Cloud integrated environments.
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1 Introduction

Users have been served contents in various offline ways for a long time. Examples of typical services are Jukebox and DJ. Jukebox existed a lot from 1940s to 1960s, especially in the 1950s. Jukebox has records so that when users insert a coin, they can listen to the music. Users can listen music with higher volume and better sound quality through Jukebox. In Korea, DJs in music café stores called “Dabang” were popular during the 1970s and 1980s. The café DJ shares music and messages to the users in the store. The music is played with the public speaker of the store. People in the same store could enjoy it together through these services. Jukebox and DJ services show that users enjoy not only contents but also sharing with others in the same location.

Advances in cloud computing become possible to provide personalized online streaming services based on cloud [1]. It can also provide a lot of contents. However, users have difficulty in selecting the contents that suits them from a lot of contents. A lot of research has been proposed on algorithms and systems that recommend user preferences as a solution to these problems [2-5]. In particular, a cloud-based recommendation system recommends contents based on an age, location, usage history, and preferences [6-7]. However, such a system is only a recommendation and does not guarantee the satisfaction of the user. It is also hard to offer a personal online streaming service that user can enjoy with other users in real-time. A platform for ensuring user satisfaction and for users to enjoy contents with others has become necessary.

In cloud media DJ service, the most important factor is how to replace the music café DJ. This is because DJ had led the music café. We use a cloud server instead of the DJ. The song which was played by DJ is replaced by the streaming REST API of the music and videos service provider. The behavior of users who requested the song by letter or speech directly to the DJ is replaced by the application such as the Android and web one. The sound of music requested is heard through speakers in the café and the stories of customers is seen through the screen in the café.

This paper proposes and implements a cloud jukebox platform that reinvent a DJ of a music café. We propose and implement a new service platform that was not previously available. The platform is based on an integrated environment of Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud computing. Based on a single cloud, services provided by this platform allow users to request contents services directly. User information and usage history are collected and analyzed in the cloud. Even when the users visit other stores, they can receive customized contents services based on their information and previous usage history. We analyze
and evaluate the services of the proposed platform, focusing on the functional aspects. The platform provides four main services. Types of services are music, video, message, and combined service. All services on the platform are based on the location of users. It also combines the advantages of online streaming and offline services to provide O2O streaming services. User can share contents with other users in real time through the platform and receive scalability and convenience services through speakers and screens.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the basic concept of IoT and Cloud computing. Section 3 presents a proposed platform. Implementation and the evaluation are discussed in Section 4 and 5, respectively. In section 6, we conclude this paper.

2 Related Work

With the development of mobile devices and the cloud, various kinds of offline services that people have been handling is replaced by online ones. In the past, Korean music café DJ performed the role of playing music requested and reciting the story of customers. We replace this offline service with an online one consisting of a public cloud, a streaming server, a streaming client, and a mobile device. In this section, we introduce state-of-the-arts of cloud, streaming and web services.

2.1 Recent Internet of Things and Cloud Computing

Internet of Things (IoT) is a technology that allows communication between objects by connecting to the Internet with sensor and communication functions. The kind of object include a user device, home appliance, and the like things. Objects connected by the Internet exchange and analyze data. Cloud computing provides an environment where IT services such as storing data and providing contents are available anytime, anywhere. It also provides large scale capacity and processing by using servers on the Internet. IoT technology has limited processing capacity and storage problems. This leads to performance and security problems.

A solution to these problems is presented to integrate IoT with cloud computing. The technology that combines IoT and cloud computing is called CloudIoT [8]. This new paradigm provides many services and applications to users. In recent years, the two themes have been popular and researched. Integrated research and application programs are also actively being proposed. In general, the infinite capabilities and resources of the cloud can solve the problems of the IoT: storage, processing, and communication. CloudIoT paradigm can lead to big advances in life and activity of human [9]. Multimedia applications based on this paradigm provide efficient services and build new businesses [10].

In the cloud system, virtual machine plays an important role. It features a virtualization of the operating system using hypervisor on existing physical hardware. It is separated from the host operating system, because the operating system is virtualized. Therefore, it is possible to use an operating system different from that of the host operating system, and the host and other VMs can be safely maintained even when one VM is attacked due to the structure separated from the host operating system. However, there are disadvantages as well. The amount of disk space required to virtualize an operating system is very large. In addition, once it is a virtualized operating system, there are performance penalties compared to the host operating system.

2.2 Online and Offline DJ

Disk Jockey is a person who leads listeners to music. In Korea, music cafeterias were popular in the 1960s and 1980s. The person who plays the music in the music café is called DJ. In addition, DJ has become universal in the world. It can be easily seen at festivals where contents can be enjoyed all over the world. These DJ services can be classified as offline DJs working offline and online DJs working online. Typically, offline DJ works radio, dance club, etc. On the other hand, online DJ works as an internet broadcaster and music streamer. The description of each DJ is as follows.

Offline DJ is a person who plays the music recorded in real time to users located in the same store. Typical DJ types are digital radio DJ and club DJ. Radio DJ is a basic DJ who can listen to music from the station. Radio DJ plays music on a digital radio station. Club DJ plays a variety of music in clubs and encourages people to dance. Club DJs also reassemble their music and let listeners hear it. They act as a mediator for the music recorded to the users and recreate the music. Users can enjoy more music with DJ.

Online DJ is a person who broadcasts online. It is usually called broadcaster, and it is called BJ (Broadcasting Jockey) in Korea. They get popularity from users and attempt to build new businesses. With the development of mobile devices and online streaming services, the number of online DJs who provide contents has also increased. As the number of users enjoying contents increases, the service area of DJs is also increasing. Their prospects are also high.

2.3 Streaming Services

The service for streaming the music can be classified into an on-demand method and a streaming radio method. On demand is a way for users to select and listen to music. The streaming radio method automatically selects and plays the music on the
platform. The on-demand method allows a user to select a music to listen to, store it in a personal folder, and listen at any time. In addition, the user can edit the number of times of playback and the order of the music according to the user’s preference. However, the user lacks a curating system to listen to and listen to unfamiliar music.

On the other hand, the streaming radio service recommends various genres of music, and users can access new music. It can also be used as a free service based on advertisements. However, it is difficult to listen only to a user’s favorite music, and the number of times of play back and order of music are limited. Currently, streaming radio service is gaining popularity in overseas music market. Streaming radio-based services can create various business models when many users are secured.

Currently, many companies around the world provide streaming services. A typical music streaming service is Apple music, and is a global music streaming service released by Apple in the U.S. [11]. A typical video streaming service is YouTube [12]. It is Google free video sharing site, a global platform that allows users to create and share video contents. YouTube helps and provides customized contents for over 1 billion users [13]. In recent years, cloud-based streaming services have been one of the core innovations in digital streaming service. Many music providers like Apple, Amazon, Google and Microsoft are currently offering cloud-based streaming services. The advantage of cloud-based streaming services is that users can store and easily access the contents [14]. Cloud-based streaming services are actively researched, and applications that provide contents to users are also developed. Users receive a variety of contents and services. However, users have difficulty in selecting their preferred services in a lot of contents. Contents providers need a way to effectively inform users a lot of contents. The competitiveness of contents providers is determined by providing contents that users prefer. Algorithm and applications for providing customized contents to users are being studied [15-16].

2.4 Native Web Application

Recently, mobile device gives tremendous of services to the human being [17]. The ability to access the Internet anytime and anywhere with a smartphone rather than a desktop is one of the greatest achievements of recent times. We can communicate with external services at any time via a smartphone and save our data unlimited in external spaces. In addition, the quality of wireless network communications is evolving very quickly, making the advance of mobile devices faster [18]. The application services evolved together as mobile devices advanced. Now, most of the online services like banking, shopping, booking can be run as smartphone applications. The application services are expected to take a large portion in the IT era in the future.

The applications that run mostly on mobile devices are native and web ones [19]. Native applications run directly on mobile operating systems without going through another execution environment. These features make native applications perform faster and can gain most of permissions on mobile devices. However, there is a disadvantage in native applications. It is platform dependent so the native applications developed for Android platform cannot be executed on other operating systems such as iOS. Web applications run through web view in web browsers. Therefore, it has lower performance than native applications. However, the HTML5 [20] standard used on the web is compliant with all of the web browsers. If a developer creates a web application, users can run it on any platform without any operating system limitations using web browsers. An application developer should choose the right application style, keeping in mind the scenarios in which the applications they want to develop, how much their funds, and how much performance they need.

3 Proposed Platform

Cloud jukebox is an online service that changed the music café, a proven offline service in Korea long ago. Café customers can use the mobile or web application to access the service. When a customer requests a music, a video, or a message through the application in a café, the requested contents are played in the café where the customer is located currently. Customers can listen to their own playlists in cafeterias, not playlists of the owner of the café. Customers can share music, videos and stories with their friends and co-workers in the café. In addition, the café automatically plays the music that the customer previously requested, even if the customer does not request it using the customized recommendation function. The customer is satisfied with the service and may become a regular customer of the café.

3.1 Platform Overview

Cloud Media DJ (CMDJ) provides customized contents services for mobile users in an integrated environment of IoT and cloud computing [21-22]. The platform consists of user device, cloud, streaming client, public screens and speakers. There are devices of users, streaming clients, public screens and speakers in one store. The cloud is external. User select for contents want to receive in stores where they are located, and provided it as public screens and speakers. The user receives one or more of the music, the video, and the messaging services. The user device is a communication device that uses applications in the network environment. For example, user devices could be a smart phone, tablet device, or a laptop. The cloud
is a server that can manage all stores. It is possible to manage all stores with one cloud. The platform builds cloud based on Google cloud platform. Cloud consists of operation server and streaming servers. The operation server collects user information and performs analysis. The detailed functions of the operation server are described in the following paragraphs. Streaming server is an external affiliated server with contents data. For example, it could be Spotify or YouTube which hold and provide music and video. Depending on the type of contents requested by the user, the streaming server provides the contents data. The streaming server that provides the music and the streaming server that provides the video may differ and include multiple affiliate streaming servers.

The streaming client is located in the store, receives contents data, and transmits it to the public IoT devices [23-24]. The streaming client is a server that receives streaming data in a store. It connects the cloud with the screen and speaker. In this platform, it is implemented as a web page based on HTML which is highly usable and light. The screens and the speakers connect with the streaming client to play the contents received by the streaming client. It is also implemented as an HTML-based web page and runs with minimal hardware requirements. Figure 1 shows the overall structure of platform. The platform allows a single cloud to manage multiple stores. When a user requests contents desired through the application, the cloud collects the contents data requested. The collected data is sent to a streaming server, and the contents data is transmitted to a streaming client at a store where the user is located. The streaming client transmits the contents to the public screens and speakers, so that the contents to be played. Streaming client can be implemented with minimum specifications so it can be used lightly in stores. Users in the same store receive contents services through public screens and speakers.

A cloud consists of an operation server and a streaming server. The operation server of platform mainly performs user information collection and analysis functions. Figure 2 shows the structure of the operation server. The operation server consists of device communication, user data storage, information analysis, and contents recommendation. Device communication is an interface with a user device. The interface service as the communication module that the user device can access. Device communication sends and receives user information between user devices and user data storage. User data storage stores user information and usage history. Information analysis part analyzes and integrates user data in operation servers. After that, this data is transmitted to the content recommendation module. Contents recommendation transmits the contents list to the streaming server so that the contents are played.

![Figure 2. Structure of operation server](image)

**3.2 Service Design**

The proposed platform provides four main services. The types of services are music, video, messaging, and combined service, and perform the following operations. We have designed the services that can be provided through this platform. These are the services that users can provide through this platform. The following paragraphs describe each service and its operation and scenarios.

**3.2.1 Music Streaming Service**

Music streaming service provides the music that users want to listen in the store where the user is located. Users request services by searching and selecting the music they want through the application. The components for music streaming service are the user device, operation server, streaming server, streaming client, public screens, and speakers. The operation server and the streaming server provide services to the store. The streaming client, screen, and speaker exist in the store. Operation server and streaming server serve all stores. Streaming client, public screens, and speakers are in each store. The user can view music related information on user device or public screen. In addition, the user searches for a music desired and directly select for it. The selected music is provided to the public speakers of the store where the user is located, and the music information is provided.
to the screens. The music information includes a title, a singer, and an album photo. The user is provided with a music directly selected on the speakers. It allows users to provide customized music and share the music with other users in real time. Also, the store manager automatically provides customized music services without having to manage the music playing lists. Store managers can exclude music genres that they do not like or music that many people do not like.

3.2.2 Video Streaming Service

The video streaming service provides the video desired by the user. The video is played on the public screens and speakers in the store where the user is located. The service provides with various videos including music video, by public speakers and screens. Components for video streaming service include user device, operation server, streaming server, streaming client, screens, and speakers. The video streaming service is the same as the music streaming service, but the streaming server is different. The streaming server must be a server capable of providing video. For example, there is YouTube. The user searches for videos desired in the application or the web at the store, request directly. The video requested by the user is played on the screens and speakers of the store where the user is located. Users receive customized video service by receiving the video requested as a public speaker and a screen. In addition, store manager automatically provides video service that users can satisfy without having to manually control the video playing list.

3.2.3 Messaging Service

The messaging service is a service that allows users to request a message and receive it on a public screen. Users request to a message that they want to leave or share with the people in the store. This message is displayed on the screen. Messaging service provides users to share information about simple messages or special events with people who is in the same store. Messaging services display simultaneously with music or video if user wants. Unlike other services, the messaging service does not require a streaming server and is simple. When a user enters a store, the user requests for the message desired through the mobile application or web. This allows the user to use it for the purpose of the event or for sharing with people in the same store. In addition, the store manager can automatically customized messaging service to satisfy the user and view comments that people leave in the store.

4 Implementations

We develop platform based on the Google cloud platform using an API that provides music and video. The API used is provided by Spotify and YouTube. As a result of the implementation, the user requests a desired music, video, and message. The data requested is provided to the public screen and speaker of the store through the operation server and the streaming server.

4.1 Cloud Media DJ Service

The CMDJ service is an online service in which when a café customer requests music, videos, or messages, the requested contents are played in the café where the customer is located currently. The customer can request the contents using the Android or web application, and the contents are played on the screen and the speakers in the café. Café customers can listen to music they want instead of music played at random in the café, and owners of cafeterias can make the foundation to change normal customers to their regular customers. Our service does not have a process of café selection because it automatically recognizes locations through our applications. After running the application, users can request the contents they want in the café with only two or three touches. Also, since the request history of customers is always saved, the music that has been requested in the other cafeterias appears on the recommendation list or is automatically played in the currently located café. Furthermore, by using the service, music and stories can be shared with the people who came together, not by themselves. Since the cloud web server has a web application to be used in cafeterias, a café owner can have a content playback environment on a mobile or a laptop without having a separate device.

CMDJ service provides music streaming function and videos streaming function that allow the customer wants to play music and video requested in the café. When a café customer selects music or videos from popular charts or search that in the application, streaming will be done in real time in the café. This is the core of the proposed service, and replaces the biggest role of the DJ of music café, such as music and videos playback. Café customers can request their messages to show on the café screen. Simply put, our service has the function of a message board. When a café customer writes some sentences through the application, the sentences appears on the café screen. It replaces the role of music café DJ who recite the story of customers. With this feature, customers can share their stories with other customers in cafeterias. Political and sensational words within the messages of customers are automatically excluded by words filtering.
The screens in the café display of the music list when the music is playing, and the video as full screen when the video is playing. Customers may want to request music and show their messages at the same time, or want to include their messages in the video. The proposed service is able to accept for both music and messages or videos and messages at the same time. If there are music list and messages at the same time in the screen, the messages take up most of the screen, instead of a music list. If there are video and messages at the same time in the screen, the message is displayed as a large caption on the top of the video. Customers can express their stories with appropriate contents through the service. The messages displayed appear for a few seconds depending on their length and then disappear.

4.2 Platform Organization and Service Scenario

DJ service runs on the proposed platform with cloud, streaming server, streaming client, and user devices. Cloud is the most important component that connects cafeterias (streaming client) to customers and streaming server. Streaming server includes music and videos service providers. It provides streaming contents to streaming client. This client plays the contents received from streaming server. Café customers can request contents what they want through a mobile or web application on their devices. Contents information requested from an application on a smartphone is transmitted to streaming server via cloud, and this server streams contents to streaming client.

Users can freely choose between android (mobile) and web applications in the café. When requesting contents from android application, it becomes TCP socket client role, and when requesting contents from web application, it becomes web client role. Cloud has TCP socket server, web server, and DB server. TCP socket server is used to communicate with android applications. Web server is used to provide web application of contents request to a user device and to provide web application of contents streaming to the client. Finally, database is responsible for storing all the information of users, contents request history and the café information. Streaming server is a content providing company and we selected famous two companies. We selected Spotify as a music provider and YouTube as a video provider. Streaming client starts from running a web application. When owners of cafeterias accesses web server in cloud, the corresponding web application is executed and the contents is streamed through the web page. Any device can open this web page without limitations. When customers launch an android or web application via user devices, it is immediately connected to cloud through socket or web socket communication in the background. You can see the details of each step in Figure 3.

**Figure 3.** Main scenario of cloud media DJ service. The service scenario consists four main steps

First, the users select the contents in a list of popular contents that can be requested through an application or search the contents what they want, the information of the contents, current café information, and customer information are transmitted to cloud. The data is transmitted as a UTF-8 string through socket or web socket communication, and is JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) type. The protocol is the most important data that determines which method in cloud to execute. The remaining data contains the contents information, current café information, and the user information in order. The data is received in JSON type and can be distinguished into each role in cloud.

Second, cloud is always running as a role to manage all the components of proposed platform. It receives the data in JSON type and confirms what data was
transmitted through the protocol data. The protocol exists in a variety of categories, such as request for new contents, deleting the contents requested, searching for contents by title or artist names, changing the user information, and collecting previous contents requested list. It is now assumed that this is a new contents request protocol. Each data except protocol is divided into contents information, current café information, and the user information and stored in temporary variables. A cloud stores these in the contents request history table in database. This history can be viewed through the previous contents protocol and used for customized recommendations.

DB storage is completed, the REST API provided by streaming server is used. Music that matches the contents information is searched using “Get a Track End point” of Spotify Web API, and the videos are searched using “Search: list Endpoint” of YouTube Data API. Since cloud is implemented as Node.js platform, both Spotify and YouTube REST APIs use JavaScript libraries. Using these APIs, cloud can get the search results back in JSON type. Cloud collects the streaming address of contents requested from the returned JSON data.

Third, cloud transmits the streaming address of contents requested and the information of user who request contents to streaming client corresponding to current café information received from the customer. Cloud transmits data in JSON type, and includes the protocol data received when collecting data from user devices. Streaming client distinguishes functions by the protocol and executes appropriate functions. Since cloud received new contents request protocol that we assumed earlier, streaming client play the contents using the streaming address on the web page.

Finally, the contents playback using streaming address on the web page in streaming client is divided into two methods. The first is music playback using the HTML5 “video” tag. The HTML5 video tag has a “SRC” attribute. If SRC attribute is given streaming address received from cloud, music is streamed. It is important to make real-time response when the contents request come in. Since the video tag of HTML5 has a source playback completion event, when the current music is ended, streaming client sequentially plays the next contents collected by streaming client. YouTube video playback using the YouTube IFrame player API. This player provides API to load and play YouTube videos using HTML5 “iframe” tags. unlike the video tag, there is no SRC attribute and there is a “videoId” attribute. Users of API can input the unique ID of the YouTube video what users want to see. Using the API, developers can implement the ability to play and stop YouTube videos in real time. It also allows developers to set the size of the video to be output, and collects the “onStateChange” event when the playback is complete. When the current video playback ends, the next video is played sequentially, because of this event.

Streaming client must be able to output messages contents in addition to music and videos contents. The output of messages contents is relatively simple because it is not streaming like music and videos. Streaming client print the sentences using the JAVA query (JQuery) library and CSS. The JQuery library coordinates output times of messages contents. CSS makes to display messages as full screen without impacting existing other web components through “position: absolute” and “z-index” attributes. When music or videos contents is being played, the messages contents request may arrive. Streaming client detects the music or a video being played and outputs the messages to the appropriate location. If the music is playing, messages will show in full screen, but if a video is playing, messages will show on top of the video. Streaming client use flag variables of JavaScript to determine the playback status of the contents, and output the messages to the appropriate location in web page using CSS.

4.3 Client Server Communication

A cloud runs as a single instance within the Google Compute Engine. Google Compute Engine is a core service of Google Cloud Platform. When the user pays the money, it provides the virtual machine of the desired specification. The virtual machine specification the user set once can be changed at any time and this is more secure than the physical server of normal users. Because it is provided by Google which is the IT conglomerate. Regional settings of Google Compute Engine allow users to set the geographical location where their proposed service will work. Using appropriate regional settings, users can use the virtual machine faster. In addition, Google Compute Engine supports firewalls, history functions, self-monitoring tools, security scan, and SSH, making it easier to prepare and maintain than physical servers.

A cloud of the proposed platform exists as a virtual machine in Google compute engine, and consists of TCP socket server, web server and DB Server. TCP socket server and web server run on the Node.js platform. Node.js is a server process execution environment platform suitable for interactive programs. DB Server uses MySQL database management system.

TCP socket server running in Node.js is implemented as net module which is the basic module of Node.js. The net module provides TCP socket server and TCP socket client functions. In the proposed platform, only the TCP socket server function of net module is used to communicate with the socket API of the android application. If developers create a TCP server by setting the port numbers in the “net” module, users can connect to the TCP socket server through the IP address and port numbers of cloud by using the socket API of the android application as a client.

Web server is implemented using express module.
This module contains various convenient modules in a package so that developers can easily create web server. If developers create a web server by setting the port numbers with this module, users can connect to the web application using the web browser. CMDJ service requires a real time communication method in order to receive the contents request of users. In this case, the communication used is a web socket. The web socket can be implemented using the web socket module in Node.js. Like the net module, it provides web socket server and client functions. Only web socket server is used in our proposed platform, because web applications used by user devices and streaming client assume the role of web socket client. Since web socket server can be created based on web server by default, it follows port numbers of web server. Web applications can be web socket clients using the Web Socket (WS) protocol of program library. In Node.js, clients can connect through the IP address and port numbers of web server created using express module.

DB server can query, insert, modify and delete the data by using the MySQL module of Node.js when MySQL is installed. Android applications cannot be directly connected to MySQL for some security reasons. Therefore, most android applications connect to the DB through the backend web, but Node.js has a MySQL module that acts as a back end. User Devices receive the request of DB related through socket communication, executes the SQL statement with the MySQL module in cloud, and returns results to user devices.

We propose the container structure as a way to minimize the virtual computing costs used by Google compute engine, rationalize performance, and increase server stability. If the server is divided into as many containers as the number of cafeterias, even if the error occurs in a café, it does not affect the other cafeterias. It also combines the event driven features of Node.js, which only work when an event occurs and the features of a container that uses just as much computing resources as needed with process virtualization, so that just one instance of Google compute engine can operate the proposed platform stably. For example, we assume that five users in café “A” request the contents. The contents request data is transmitted to a container divided into café “A”. There are 199 containers in a cloud, but the contents are only processed in this café. And the other 199 containers do not work and do not use computing resources. As a result, café “A” container has the same performance as a server state without dividing into the container. The Node.js server process, which is implemented all the functions of the proposed service, is packaged as a Docker image. Using that image, hundreds or even thousands of containers can be generated in a single line of code, depending on virtual machine specifications. Therefore, in cloud, Node.js server processes including TCP socket server, web server, and DB communication back end (not DB Server) are divided into containers, and the number of this containers corresponding to the number of cafeterias exists. The reason the DB Server itself is not included in the container is related to the contents request of customers. The customer should be able to see all the contents that they have requested so far from their current location no matter which café they request their contents. For example, when a user requests the contents history of the user from the cafeteria “A”, if the history does not contain the contents which is requested in other café, it will be a recommendation that is dependent on café “A” only, not a user customized recommendation. Thus, there is only one DB server in cloud, which means that all the contents request history is stored in a unified space.

Streaming client is displayed when a web browser is connected to a café web server separated by a container. Each café web server that exists in cloud provides a web application that acts as Streaming client to the web browser. Since the web server exists for each café, there is no worry that the contents requested will be played in wrong places, and even if there is a problem in one Streaming client, it does not affect any other clients.

5 Experimental Evaluation

We implement and evaluate CMDJ based on one cloud and two streaming servers (Spotify API, YouTube API). We performed three functional evaluations and one performance evaluation based on the implemented platform. Functional evaluation was compared with famous streaming service, streaming service type, and DJ service centered on services provided by this platform. Performance evaluation tests how many times the platform can provide fast service to concurrent users.

5.1 Functional Evaluation

Based on the results of the implementation, the platform compares and evaluates several functions according to three different factors. We compare the CMDJ with the international famous streaming services.

Most popular international streaming services are Apple Music and YouTube. These are typical streaming services with many users. Users can search for contents and see the ranking of popular contents through all three services. In addition, the user receives contents preferred through the service. Apple Music requires a monthly fee, but proposed platform and YouTube are free. But YouTube also has a monthly subscription on the condition that it does not see the advertisement. Unlike the other two services, the proposed platform provides services based on the location and enables real-time sharing with people in the same store. Apple Music and YouTube provide
music and video services, but the platform provides not only music and video, but also messages and combined services. In Apple Music and YouTube, personal service users and recipients of services are matched. This platform allows a large number of users in the same store to receive services even if there is only one user. We can confirm that this platform is the only platform that can enjoy contents service and share with many users.

The second is a comparison based on the type of streaming service. A streaming service is classified into a personal streaming service, a café streaming service, and a proposed platform as a service. A personal streaming service is a method of using a streaming service through a device of user alone. It is the user enjoying the streaming service through the mobile device alone. Café streaming service is a service provided to users in café stores. If the user normally goes to the store, he or she receives the contents. In the case of personal streaming service and proposed platform, a user searches contents and view a list of popular contents. In addition, these two service cases provide the user with the contents preferred, and the user provides the service based on the usage history. This leads to a customized streaming service. Therefore, the user can be satisfied. The streaming service provided at the store lacks these functions. Although automatic, customized streaming services are difficult. And users of personal streaming service cannot share it with others in real time. The proposed platform provides not only music and video, but also combined services and messages. Finally, if a user uses a personal streaming service, the service recipient is one only. On the other hand, the CMDJ and the café streaming service can have many service recipients regardless of the number of users.

The third functional evaluation compares proposed platform and DJ services. DJ types are classified as online and offline. Online DJ is a person who broadcasts and services on the Internet. Offline DJ is a person who provides services in the same local place. We compare the CMDJ with two DJ services. The proposed platform and Online DJ allow users to browse contents and view popular contents lists. Online and offline DJ provide service to users from one DJ. The contents list to be provided is determined by a DJ. Therefore, it is difficult to provide a service considering the satisfaction of the user and the usage history. On the other hand, the proposed platform allows users to create playlists considering satisfaction of user and usage history. Also, it is possible to provide a combined service of two contents which are not provided by other DJs. The proposed platform can provide various contents considering user satisfaction compared to other services. CMDJ has advantages of online and offline DJ, and it can be confirmed that it integrates online service and offline service. This can lead to O2O services.

5.2 Performance (Non-functional) Evaluation

We implemented a single server structure, which is the most common server structure, to measure the performance of our proposed platform. A single server structure is one in which a TCP socket server, a web server, and a DB server are existed in a single instance of Google compute engine. A TCP socket server and a web server communicate with all the cafeterias, and a DB server stores all the information. The instance specification of Google compute engine set to 4 vCPUs and 16 GB memory.

The proposed platform uses container technology on one instance of Google compute engine to provides communication servers as many as the number of cafeterias. As mentioned in previous section, the TCP socket server and web server are included in containers that exist as many as the number of cafeterias. One TCP socket server and one web server communicate with only one streaming client. A DB server stores all the information, just like a single server structure. The instance specification is same with the single server structure which written above as 4 vCPUs and 16 GB memory.

We assume that there are 200 cafeterias which use the proposed service, and a large number of customers each request one content. Figure 4. shows the response time which when completing the request process for the content in cloud, and shows the computing resources usage rate of cloud. The response time of the content request is used to determine if the customer who use the proposed service will feel uncomfortable when large traffic occurs. The usage rate of computing resources is used to determine if a cloud can use the instance of Google compute engine as efficiently as possible. Since Spotify and YouTube REST APIs cannot be used for performance measurement, we decided to implement sample data of Spotify contents in external space and use this sample data instead.

As a result of measuring the performance of the two structures, there are advantages and disadvantages of each structure. The latency graph shows that the using container structure has an overwhelmingly shorter response time than the single server structure. This can reduce latency by as less as 25% to as much as 75% in large traffic. Figure 5. shows that the using container structure efficiently uses CPU and memory by as less as two times to as much as fourteen times compared to a single server structure. Contrary, this indicates that a single server structure does not require high specification. The single server structure sometimes causes data loss in large-scale traffic because a large amount of contents request data is received by one server and data collision occurs. This is the reason why the response time is high. The proposed platform is a platform suitable for the using container structure because stability, high efficiency and short response time are the top priority in the service for the customers of cafeterias.
6 Conclusion

We develop a cloud-based platform for automatic customized contents. We also analyzed the service platform based on the implementation results. The proposed platform provides automatic customized streaming service and convenient service through public screen and speaker. The user can conveniently receive the service and can share with the users in the same store. CMDJ also showed that it can provide more convenient interface by comparing features with other streaming services. In addition, this platform is compared with streaming service type and DJ service. As a result, our platform has the advantages of each streaming service and confirmed that it is a service that connects online and offline. Finally, we show that CMDJ process numerous concurrent users quickly based on the cloud. We confirmed that this platform can process many request data in an efficient time and provide service. It can be handled flexibly by cloud.

In the future, we will add functions to provide music and video according to detailed user information. Only the contents services requested by the user is played on public screen and speaker. Currently, there is a need for a content streaming platform service that can guarantee user satisfaction [25-28]. We will study recommendation algorithms to play when users do not request contents. We will research and develop this platform to enable customized music and video based on user information or user contents usages.
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